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Sunset for t he

Super Étendar
S

OME 42 years after its first flight, and
38 since it entered service, the Super
Étendard Modernisé (SEM) made its final
operational flight on July 12. In the past four
decades it has seen action in every combat
operation involving France’s aircraft carriers.
At the end of the 1960s, the French
naval air service (Aéronavale) announced
a requirement for a successor to the
Dassault Étendard IVM. The type had been
in service since 1962, flying from carriers
with conventional and nuclear weapons in
the air-to-ground and anti-shipping roles.
The naval variant of the SEPECAT Jaguar,
the Jaguar M, had been designed as its
successor, but the Anglo-French design
was rejected after trials revealed it could
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not safely operate from carriers. There
was also political resistance, possibly
fuelled by Dassault Aviation, which
was eager to deliver an all-French,
improved version of the Étendard.
Foreign contenders for the requirement
included the US Douglas Skyhawk and
Vought A-7 Corsair II but, given French
nationalistic tendency, it was no surprise
that Dassault won the bid. The Super
Étendard, quickly nicknamed SUE, was born.
Compared to its predecessor, the Super
Étendard had an improved wing, more
capable radar, higher-powered engine
and considerably enhanced avionics and
was the first French fighter equipped
with an inertial navigation system.

The prototype took its maiden flight
in October 1974. The original plan was
to acquire 100 aircraft, but rising costs
halted deliveries at number 71.

Operational

The first production aircraft arrived at
11Flottille (F) in December 1978. The
unit was declared operational as part of
the Groupe Aérien Embarqué (GAE), the
French carrier air group, the following
year. The second of three operational
units, 14F, followed in 1979, having
passed its Vought F-8 Crusaders to 12F.
Finally, 17F disposed of its Étendard
IVMs in favour of the SuE in 1980.
The Super Étendard also flew with
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ard Modernisé
Following its retirement in July, Gert Kromhout
reports on the final years of Super Étendard
Modernisé service.

Escadrille 59S at Naval Air Station Hyères
in the south of France, which operated as
the École de Chasse Embarquée (Embarked
Fighter Training School), teaching student
pilots the art of carrier landings.
After the decommissioning of 14F in
1991, 59S took on six SuEs to replace
the last Étendard IVMs. They operated
from Hyères until the French Navy
disbanded the escadrille in 1997 and
shifted carrier pilot training to the US.

First Blood

The first of the Super Étendard’s many
combat operations was over Lebanon
in 1983, in response to the bombing of
the French embassy in Lebanon and
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‘In the past four decades it has seen action in every
combat operation involving France’s aircraft carriers.’
artillery attacks on French Multinational
Security Forces positions. Eight 14F
and 17F Super Étendards struck Syrian
artillery positions on 22 September.
Another raid followed on 17 November,
after the notorious suicide bombing
against US Marines in Lebanon killed
243 Americans and 58 French.
Again, eight aircraft carried out the
mission, this time against barracks used
by the Hezbollah terrorist organisation.
Over the next ten years, the French carriers

Foch and Clemenceau mounted frequent
cruises, monitoring the Iran-Iraq war and
the conflict in Yemen among other duties,
but their jets refrained from combat.
The Super Étendard was also absent
from the fighting during Operation Desert
Storm in 1991, French carriers deploying
only army helicopters and vehicles.
The 1990s saw wars in the former
Yugoslavia. Under Opération
Balbuzzard, French carriers regularly
deployed to the Adriatic Sea in support
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SEM Retirement
THE FINAL operational SEM ﬂight took place
early in the evening of July 12, during an
intimate event at Landivisiau. By then 17F had
only ﬁve airworthy SEMs and ﬁve pilots.
Two aircraft had special paint schemes. Aircraft
number 1 was in a retro ﬁnish of blue/grey
upper surfaces over white, with the markings
of all four units that had operated type. The
second special jet was in silver, with its ﬁn in the
red/white/blue colours of the French ﬂag.
The silver aircraft and a regular camouﬂaged
SEM performed ﬂypasts with two Rafale Ms
and a 4F E-2C Hawkeye plus a civilian MS.760
Paris and CM.175 Zephyr (both ex-Aéronavale
aircraft).
The two SEMs then ﬂew a sparkling pairs
of NATO Operations Deny Flight and
Sharp Guard from 1993 to 1995.
In September 1993, Super Étendards,
together with aircraft from USS America
and HMS Invincible, attacked targets in
Bosnia with unguided rockets and bombs.
The Aéronavale was simultaneously
running a SuE modernisation programme
that would introduce a smart munitions
capability vital to subsequent conflicts.

demonstration, including an airﬁeld beatup. The ‘retro bird’ followed with a solo
demonstration, showing off the jet’s classic lines
for the last time.
After landing, the trio taxied to the ﬂightline
alongside the main event area and came to a
stop simultaneously. As their engines shut down,
17F’s era as a SEM unit closed and its time on
the Rafale M began – it should achieve full
operational capability in summer 2018.
The retirement ceremony and associated
reunion were bittersweet events. Capitaine
de Vaisseau Jean, commanding ofﬁcer of the
Groupe Aérien Embarqué, noted the Super
Étendard had ﬂown in almost every French
combat operation of its time. “Almost all the

ﬁghter pilots in Aéronavale service have ﬂown
the SEM,” he said.
Capitaine de Frégate Christopher, commanding
17F, commended the SEM for its simplicity
and reliability: “You just turned the key and
it was ready to go.” A Rafale M pilot took
charge of 17F the following day. The ﬁnal ﬁve
aircraft scheduled to make their ﬁnal ﬂights, to
Châteaudun for storage, on July 19.
The Super Étendard ﬂeet ﬂew 300,000 hours,
210,000 of which were by the SEM. Landivisiau
retains a collection of retired aircraft for
scrapping, although a SEM (in a ‘100 years of
naval aviation’ scheme) already stands guard at
its gate, alongside a Vought F-8P Crusader and
an Étendard IVM.
1: July 12, 2016 – the Super Étendard’s career
comes to an end after ﬁnal demonstration
ﬂights over Landivisiau. 2: Capitaine de Frégate
Christopher, 17F’s last Commanding Oﬃcer. 3:
This jet was painted in special colours to mark
the centennial of French naval aviation in 2014.
It is now a gate guard at Landivisiau. 4: A view
from the island aboard Charles de Gaulle shows
a catapult crew running clear as a pilot moves the
throttle to full power during carrier operations in
April 2012. 5: A 17F SEM prepares to trap
aboard Charles de Gaulle.

Continuous Modernisation

Initiated in 1986, the programme produced
the first operational Super Étendard
Modernisé in 1993, the SuE becoming the
SEM. The upgrade involved four ‘Standards’,
with the SuE representing Standard 1 and
the first stage of the upgrade Standard 2.
The key element of Standard 2 was
replacement of the existing Agave radar
with the Anemone. At sea, Anemone
could detect targets at 250% greater
range than the Agave and was optimised
for the AM39 Exocet anti-ship missile and
2
Air-Sol Moyenne Portée (ASMP) strategic

3
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nuclear missile. It also offered improved
air-to-air modes and radar mapping.
The SEM was also now capable of employing
MATRA Magic heat-seeking air-to-air missiles.
Smart air-to-surface weapons came with
Standard 3, in 1997. Primary new equipment
was the Thomson CSF ATLIS (Automatic
Tracking and Laser Integration System)
enabling daylight laser designation for the
AS30L missile and 500lb Paveway II laserguided bomb (LGB). But the SEM could not
carry the ATLIS and LGBs simultaneously, so
formations flew with pod-equipped aircraft
buddy-lasing for those loaded with bombs.
This limitation was eliminated at Standard 4.
Flottille 11F deployed the Standard 3
aircraft for the first time in January 1999,
sailing to the Adriatic Sea just in time for
Opération Tridente, the French contribution
to Operation Allied Force. This was a major
NATO mission against the Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia during the Kosovo war.
It marked the first time since 1993
that the Super Étendard had engaged
in combat as well as being its debut in
delivering laser-guided munitions. The
jets flew 412 offensive missions, dropping
266 Paveway II LGBs and firing two
AS30L missiles. Other guided bombs
subsequently joined the SEM’s arsenal.

Recce

Standard 4 followed in 2000, focused
on improved self-defence systems,
although the SEM also assumed a
reconnaissance role with an analogue
pod. The improved defensive systems
comprised several elements.
The Sherloc P radar-warning receiver
replaced the aged BF-system, while
the inner wing pylons were adapted to

carry Alkan chaff/flare dispensers. The
two outer wing pylons were adapted
to carry the Barracuda ECM pod and
the Phimat chaff dispenser pod.
Meanwhile, a cockpit display presented
the pilot with tactical situational awareness
based on the threats detected by the
fully automatic self-defence suite.
Until the arrival of Standard 4, Flottille 16F’s
Étendard IVPMs had continued in the tactical
reconnaissance role. They were finally
withdrawn in the summer of 2000, replaced
by the SEM carrying the CRM280 recce pod.
Mounted flush against the fuselage
underside, the system required that the
two internal 30mm DEFA cannon be
removed. Its electro-optical and ‘wet’
film cameras were optimised
for low- and mediumaltitude operations.
The pods were
officially retired

in 2011, when the digital RECO NG pod
entered service on the Rafale. In total, 47
SEMs received Standard 4 modifications.

4

Afghanistan

Opération Héraclès brought the aircraft
carrier Charles de Gaulle into the Indian
Ocean to participate in the US-led Operation
Enduring Freedom (OEF) in Afghanistan.
Eighteen SEMs from 11F and 17F embarked
on December 1, 2001 and flew 2,000
hours over the next seven months. They
dropped 30 bombs and executed many
recce missions.
The Charles de
Gaulle deployed
to the waters off
Pakistan for further
OEF missions in 2004,
2006, 2007 and 2010, but
the SEMs employed their
weapons only sporadically.

5
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SEMs were stationed at Kandahar Air
Base, Afghanistan, during an unusual
deployment in 2008. The French Air Force
was unable to furnish fighter aircraft
for a period of three months, so three
SEMs deployed to the region. They flew
244 sorties and expended 20 bombs.

Night Attack

The final major update came in 2006. The
Navy modernised 34 SEMs to Standard
5, for precision night attack. Their
cockpits were adapted for night-vision
goggles and 15 Thales Damocles targeting
pods made available to the fleet.
Apart from a laser designator, Damocles,
which is also used on the Rafale M, contains
a FLIR system to facilitate low-level flight at
night. Other capabilities include an infrared
pointer and laser spot tracker. Although
considerably older, ATLIS remained available
because of its excellent daylight capabilities.
Standard 5 also included an additional
secure radio and the low-cost EADS
Fightacs portable touchscreen tactical
information system, which showed
tactical information that could not have
been presented on the existing cockpit
displays without costly modification.

1

2

3

Libya

Operation Unified Protector over Libya
in 2011 marked the SEM’s final largescale combat role. Charles de Gaulle had
just returned from a deployment to the
Indian Ocean when the call came to sail
under the French Opération Harmattan.
One month after its return, the ship’s
air wing of six SEMs, ten Rafale Ms, two
E-2C Hawkeyes and support helicopters
was back in the fray. Since Flottille
11F had commenced its conversion to
the Rafale M, 17F flew the SEMs.
With Libya adjacent to the Mediterranean
Sea, flying distances to the combat
areas were short, so the SEMs carried

4
5
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6
1: A 14F Super Étendard moves to the runway at
Eggebek, Germany, in August 1983. 2: The Damocles
pod gave the SEM a precision targeting capability.
3: The jet was modiﬁed to carry four GBU-12 LGBs
just before operations began over Libya in 2011.
4: Weapons avaliable include a GBU-12 (in the
foreground), Magic 2 AAM, AM39 Exocet, DEFA 30mm
cannon, Damocles targeting pod, and a Phimat chaﬀ/
ﬂare dispenser. 5: In 2008 three SEMs deployed to
Kandahar, Afghanistan, in a temporary light grey
camouﬂage scheme, while Charles de Gaulle was
in deep maintenance. Wearing the ‘Afghanistan
camouﬂage’, this aircraft is about to land at
Florennes AB, Belgium, after a Tactical Leadership
Programme sortie. 6: The SEM’s clean lines were
emphasised by the retirement scheme worn on July
12, 2016. 7: Flying over Le Havre, SEM 50 extends its
refuelling probe. 8: The retro Super Étendard on the
12F ﬂightline. The ﬁnal three aircraft were housed
there for the retirement ceremony.
7

8
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A pair of SEMs on a training flight,
the rear aircraft carries a Damocles
pod, the one in the foreground a
CRM280 reconnaissance system.

larger weapon loads than over
Afghanistan, with up to four GBU49 GPS/LGB bombs per aircraft.
They had the modifications necessary
to carry the weapon shortly before they
deployed, while another new configuration
included a GBU-58 LGB on each of the
outer wing pylons. Although the CRM280
recce pod remained in the inventory, it had
unofficially been retired and was not used.
On 12 July 2011, the carrier completed
its Harmattan deployment and returned

to Toulon. During its at-sea period the
SEM and Rafale M had flown 840 air-toground missions between them and a
combined total of 240 tanker sorties, while
the Rafale M flew 390 recce missions.

Fighting Daesh

The first of two Super Étendard deployments
against Daesh began in January 2015.
Charles de Gaulle sailed into the Persian
Gulf with nine SEMs and 12 Rafale Ms
embarked. Over a two-month period its

Above: The retro camouflaged jet heads to the runway on July 12. The Super Étendard entered service in
these colours. Below: Ready for launch from the Charles de Gaulle, a catapult officer signals to the deck
crew to stand clear.
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aircraft performed between ten and 15
missions a day over Daesh territory in Iraq.
The second deployment marked the
SEMs’ final time at sea. Shortly before
the ship’s departure from Toulon, Daesh
-directed terrorists struck Paris and it came
as no surprise that the air group’s area
of operations expanded into Syria. The
French named this new mission Opération
Chammal as a continuing element of the
international Operation Inherent Resolve.
Within a few days, Rafale Ms and SEMs
executed their first attacks against
Daesh from the Mediterranean Sea.
Over the following two weeks the air
group logged 22 strikes and night recce
flights in 130 missions. Charles de Gaulle
then relocated to the Persian Gulf to
continue anti- Daesh operations.
Eight SEMs and 18 Rafale Ms comprised
the air group’s fast jet capability, the fully
combat-coded SEMs primarily flying close
air support missions over Iraq and Syria.
By the end of the cruise the group had
executed 400 Chammal sorties, including
23 recce missions and 80 attacks.

All Rafale

After Charles de Gaulle arrived back
in French waters in March 2016, the
SEM made its last carrier landing and
catapult launch. Immediately following
the final cruise, five of the ten 17F pilots
commenced Rafale M training. The other
five remained with 17F and the SEM.
Although there were many requests
to attend air shows all over Europe, the
SEMs only made one public appearance,
at the Biscarosse show with which the
naval air arm has close historical ties. To
the frustration of the pilots, Aéronavale
headquarters refused to release the
jets for other shows or public events,
including the annual massed flypast over
Paris on the July 14 national holiday.
On July 13, the day after the SEM’s
final operational flight, French
President François Hollande announced
Charles de Gaulle’s second 2016 cruise
in support of Operation Inherent
Resolve. It will be the carrier’s first
with an all-Rafale M fighter force.
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